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A GENERALIZATION OF DIJKGRAAF-WITTEN THEORY
MINKYU KIM
Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to give a generalization of Dijkgraaf-Witten
theory. We construct a TQFT for E-oriented manifolds using a pairing of spectra µ : E^F Ñ
G and a representative of an F-cohomology class of the classifying space of a finite group.
If E “ HZ, F “ G “ HUp1q and the pairing is induced by the Z-module structure of
Up1q, then the TQFT reproduces Dijkgraaf-Witten theory. For the case that each of spectra
E, F,G is given as the K-theory spectrum KU, we further generalize our construction based
on non-commutative settings.
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1. Introduction
The main goal of this paper is to give a generalization of Dijkgraaf-Witten theory. Our
strategy is to use a categorical group version of generalized (co)homology theory or KK-
theory in order to construct a Lagrangian classical field theory which yields a TQFT via an
integral.
1
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Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant for n-manifolds is an invariant for oriented closed n-manifolds
which is constructed from a singular cohomology class α P HnpBΓ;Up1qq of the classifying
space BΓ of a finite group Γ [DW90], [Wak92], [FQ93], [Fre09], [DSFT09]. The class α
induces a Up1q-valued characteristic number for classifying maps on closed n-manifolds.
Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant of an n-manifold X is defined via an integral of the characteristic
number over classifying maps on X.
Dijkgraaf-Witten theory is a TQFT which extends the Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant : An ((n-
1)+1)-dimensional TQFT consists of two assignments. It assigns a linear space to a closed
(n-1)-manifolds and a linear map to an n-bordism. We require that these assignments are
compatible with each other in the sense that TQFT is given as a strong symmetric monoidal
functor from n-cobordism category to a category of linear spaces [Ati88]. A functor Z from
a cobordism category to a linear category over a commutative field F yields an invariant for
top dimensional closed manifolds. The n-bordismH Ñ Xn Ð H in the domain cobordism
category determined by closed n-manifold corresponds to a morphism ZpXnq : ZpHq Ñ
ZpHq. Moreover if we have an isomorphism HompZpHq, ZpHqq – F, then ZpXnq produces
a number in the ground field F. We say that the invariant extends to a functor Z.
R. Dijkgraaf and E. Witten proposed a method to construct a (2+1)-dimensional Dijkgraaf-
Witten theory starting from a singular cocycle of the classifying space BΓ of a finite group
Γ [DW90]. M. Wakui constructed (2+1)-dimensional TQFT in a rigorous way based on
Dijkgraaf-Witten’s idea [Wak92]. D. Freed and F. Quinn generalized Dijkgraaf-Witten theory
to a higher dimensional TQFT starting from a singular cocycle of BΓ [FQ93]. They also
simplified the construction of the topological action by using a canonical integral of an n-
cocycle on an closed oriented (n-1)-manifold, which is valued at some torsors. They refer to
the topological action as a Lagrangian classical field theory. A. Sharma and A. A. Voronov
reformulated Dijkgraaf-Witten theory using a categorical framework [SV17]. The canonical
integral introduced by Freed and Quinn is well-understood under the categorical framework
of Sharma and Voronov. G. Heuts and J. Lurie generalized Dijkgraaf-Witten theory focusing
on the ambidexterity of the target category of local systems on spaces of connections [GH14].
We introduce a generalized Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant using a generalized cohomology
class of the classifying space BΓ. Some of main ingredients for the construction are a ring
spectrum E, two spectra F,G, a pairing E ^ F Ñ G and an F-cohomology class of α P
FnpBΓq. We define an invariant Zϕ,α for closed E-oriented n-manifolds where we explain ϕ
in subsection 3.1. It gives a generalization of Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant in the sense that our
result is reduced to Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant if we consider E “ HZ, F “ HUp1q, the
Eilenberg-Maclane spectra associated with abelian groups Z, Up1q. In that case, the pairing
is induced by the HZ-module structure of HUp1q.
For a ring spectrum E, we define a cobordism category CobEn´1. We construct a TQFT
Zˆϕˆ,αˆ which is defined on the category Cob
E
n´1 and extends the invariant Zϕ,α. Here, αˆ is a
representative α of the class α P FnpBΓq.
On the one hand, we also introduce another invariant Zψ,β for closed KU-oriented n-
manifolds. Here, β is a KK-theory class in KKpA,CpBΓq b Bq (see subsection 3.2) where
A, B are C*-algebras. One of its advantage is that it becomes possible to cooperate with
non-commutative settings. In addition, it gives a generalization of the previous invariant Zϕ,α
under the condition E “ F “ G “ KU. In fact, Zψ,β coincides with Zϕ,α if A “ C0pR
nq,
B “ C and the class α corresponds to the class β under the homomorphism KUnpBΓq Ñ
KKpC0pR
nq,CpBΓqq.
We construct a TQFT Zˆψˆ,βˆ which is defined on the category Cob
KU
n´1 and extends the invari-
ant Zψ,β. Here, βˆ is a representative of the class β P KKpA,CpBΓq b Bq.
Since the invariants Zϕ,α and Zψ,β coincide to each other under some conditions mentioned
before, the dimension of linear spaces assigning to (n-1) closed manifolds coincide to each
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other. In fact, ZpYn´1 ˆ S 1q coincides with the dimension of the linear space ZpYn´1q if
Z “ Zϕ,α, Zψ,β is defined on a closed (n-1)-manifold Y
n´1. Nonetheless, we do not have a
natural isomorphism between Zˆϕˆ,αˆ and Zˆψˆ,βˆ. It seems necessary to construct a ‘map’ between
classes of representatives of KUnpBΓq and KKpS n,CpBΓqq in an appropriate way, but we do
not yet have such a ‘map’.
Note that the TQFT we construct is partial unless the generalized (co)homology theory
satisfies some condition which ordinary (co)homology theory satisfies automatically. The
object class of its domain cobordism category CobEn´1 consists of (n-1)-manifolds Y
n´1 such
that EnpY
n´1q – 0 where n is the top dimension of manifolds we deal with.
The construction basically follows the approach of Sharma-Voronov. Sharma-Voronov use
categorical (co)homology group to extend characteristic number of n-dimensional closed BΓ-
manifolds to pn´1q dimension where the extended characteristic number is called Lagrangian
classical field theory in the literature. We formulate a categorical framework for generalized
(co)homlogy theory and KK-theory. The categorical group version of singular (co)homology
theory applied by A. Sharma and A. A. Voronov is due to A. del Rı`oa, J. Martı`nez-Morenob,
E. M. Vitale [AdR05]. We introduce a categorical group version of generalzied (co)homology
theory and KK-theory based on a fundamental groupoid of certain simplicial sets. Sharma
and Voronov constructed a Lagrangian classical field theory using the cap product associated
with that categorical (co)homology theory. We use a pairing of generalized (co)homology
theories or the Kasparov product of KK-theory to construct a Lagrangian classical field the-
ory.
We only explain the construction of TQFT starting from a generalized cohomology class.
We give a categorical framework of KK-theory which is used to construct the TQFT using a
KK-theory class in a parallel way given in this paper.
In this paper, we use the notion of spectrum and smash product following Adams [Ada95],
Switzer [Swi17]. E “ tEn, snu is a spectrum if En is a pointed CW-complex and sn : ΣEn Ñ
En`1 is a pointed CW-embedding for n P Z. There are some natural equivalences under
which the smash product is associative, commutative, and has the sphere spectrum as a unit
upto coherent natural equivalence.
A. del Rı`oa, J. Martı`nez-Morenob, E. M. Vitale [AdR05] call by (co)homology categorical
group the categorical group version of (co)homology theory induced by a chain complex
of categorical groups. We follow the convention by calling by generalized (co)homology
categorical group (resp. KK categorical group) the categorical group version of generalized
(co)homology group (KK-group).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce some notations
which appear very often throughout this paper. In section 3, we define generalized Dijkgraaf-
Witten invariants. In section 4, we give the main results of this paper without precise mean-
ing of notations. From section 5 to section 7, we construct a TQFT based on generalized
(co)homology theory. In section 5, we introduce a symmetric categorical group version of
generalized (co)homology theory. In section 6, we construct a classical field theory using
generalized (co)homology theory. In section 7, we apply push-forward to the result in section
6 in order to obtain a TQFT for E-oriented manifolds. In section 8, we give some computa-
tions of the TQFT’s. In section 9, we give a remark about the symmetric monoidal functors
ϕˆ, ψˆ which are used to construct the TQFT’s. In section 10, we introduce a symmetric cate-
gorical group version of KK-theory.
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2. Notations
‚ Let X, Y be spaces. We denote by MappX, Yq the set of maps from X to Y . We denote
by MAPpX, Yq the simplicial set whose k-skeleton MAPpX, Yqk is given by
MappX ˆ △pkq, Yq,(1)
where △pkq is the k-simplex. Then the face maps and degeneracy maps on simplices
induce face maps and degeneracy maps of MAPpX, Yqk’s. Similarly, we define a
simplicial set MAP˚pX, Yq for based spaces X, Y where the k-skeleton is given by
Map˚pX ^ p△pkqq`, Yq.(2)
‚ About bicategories, we follow the terminologies introduced in [Lei98]. We introduce
following notations of several categories.
(1) Gpd is the 2-category of groupoids, functors and natural transformations.
(2) CW˚ is the 2-category whose objects are given as based CW-spaces and the mor-
phism categoryCW˚pX, Yq is given as the fundamental groupoidΠ1MAP˚pX, Yq
where MAP˚pX, Yq is the simplicial set consisting of based maps from X to Y .
(3) 2Cat is a 2-category of 2-categories, strict homomorphisms and strict transfor-
mations.
(4) VectF is the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over the field F and
linear homomorphisms.
(5) For an abelian group M, we define a symmetric categorical group MTor as fol-
lows. Its object class consists of M-torsors (i.e. principal M-bundle over a point).
Its morphism class consists of M-equivariant maps between M-torsors. For two
M-torsors T, T 1, we define T b T 1 obtained by dividing the product T ˆ T 1 by
pt, t1q „ pmt,mt1q, m P M. Then the assignment pT, T 1q ÞÑ T b T 1 determines a
functor b : MTorˆMTorÑ MTor which gives a symmetric categorical group
structure to MTor in an obvious way.
3. Generalized Dijkgraaf-Witten invariants
Let F be a commutative field with characteristic zero. In this section, we define two F-
valued invariants which are denoted by Zϕ,α and Zψ,β throughout this paper. The invariant
Zϕ,αpX
nq P F is defined for closed E-oriented n-manifolds Xn where E is a ring spectrum. Its
definition also depends on choices of a pairing of spectr µ : E ^ F Ñ G, an F-cohomology
class α P FnpBΓq and a group homomorphism ϕ : G0pptq Ñ F
ˆ. If we consider E “
HZ, F “ G “ HUp1q, F “ C and the inclusion ϕ : G0pptq – Up1q Ñ C
ˆ, then the
invariant Zϕ,α reproduces the Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant [DW90], [FQ93]. Due to this fact,
we regard it as a generalization of the Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant. The invariant Zψ,βpX
nq P F
is defined for closed KU-oriented n-manifolds. Its definition also depends on choices of two
C*-algebras A, B, a KK-group class β P KKpA,CpBΓq b Bq and a group homomorphism
ψ : KKpA, S nBq Ñ Fˆ. Here, KKpA, S nBq is the KK-group corresponding to C*-algebras A
and S nB.
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3.1. An invariant Zϕ,α from generalized (co)homology theory. In this paper, we use the
notion of spectrum following Adams [Ada95], Switzer [Swi17]. The notion of spectra is
actually not that essential in this section since we only need the generalized (co)homology
theories induced by spectra. Nonetheless, we use it in order to relate the invariants defined in
this section with TQFT’s constructed later.
Let E be a ring spectrum. Suppose that we are given a pairing of spectra µ : E ^ F Ñ G..
Then the pairing µ induces a Kronecker pairing x , y : EnpBΓq b F
npBΓq Ñ G0pptq.
Let α P FnpBΓq be an F-cohomology class of the classifying space.
Definition 3.1. For an E-oriented closed n-manifold Xn and a continuous map f : Xn Ñ BΓ,
we define
S αpX
n, f q
def.
“ x f˚rXnsE, αy P G0pptq,(3)
where rXnsE P EnpX
nq is the fundamental class of the E-oriented manifold Xn.
Definition 3.2. We define two abelian monoidsMEn pT q andM
n
E
pT ;Nq where T is a space and
N is an abelian monoid :
MEn pT q
def.
“ tpXn, f : Xn Ñ T qu{ „,
MnEpT ;Nq
def.
“ HompMEn pT q,Nq.
The equivalence relation „ is defined by
pX, f q „ pX1, f 1q ô Dα : X –Ñ X1 s.t. f 1 ˝ α » f .
Following Turaev [Tur10], we call the pair pXn, f : Xn Ñ T q as a T-manifold and MEn pT q
the set of equivalence classes of T-manifolds. We give the set MEn pT q an abelian monoid
structure using the disjoint union. Then Mn
E
pT ;Nq is the set of homomorphisms between
monoidsMEn pT q,N.
It is easy to check that the assignment T ÞÑ MEn pT q is covariant so that T ÞÑ M
n
E
pT ;Nq
is contravariant. For a continuous map f : T Ñ T 1, we denote the induced maps by f˚ :
MEn pT q ÑM
E
n pT
1q, f ˚ : Mn
E
pT 1;Nq ÑMn
E
pT ;Nq.
Definition 3.3. Let c : BΓ Ñ pt be the collapsing map. Consider the field F as an abelian
monoid using its multiplication structure. We define a map c! : M
n
E
pBΓ; Fq ÑMn
E
ppt; Fq by
c!pIq
def.
“
ÿ
f :XnÑBΓ
IpXn, f q
7Autp f ˚pEΓqq
P F.
Here, f runs on the set of homotopy classes of continuous maps.
In order to check that this definition is well-defined, one should check that c!pIq gives a
homomorphism fromMEn pptq to the multiplicative monoid F. Note that IpX
n
0
, f0q ¨ IpX
n
1
, f1q “
IpXn
0
> Xn
1
, f0 > f1q P F0p˚q since I PM
n
E
pBΓ; Fq so that we obtain
c!pIqpX
n
0q ¨ c!pIqpX
n
1q “ c!pIqpX
n
0 > X
n
1q P F.(4)
We define a generalized Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant for closed E-oriented manifolds as
follows.
Definition 3.4. Let ϕ : F0pptq Ñ F
ˆ be a group homomorphism. We define S ϕ,α
def.
“ ϕ˚pS αq
and Zϕ,α
def.
“ c!pS ϕ,αq. In other words, for an E-oriented closed n-manifold X
n, we define
Zϕ,αpX
nq
def.
“
ÿ
f :XnÑBΓ
ϕpS αpX
n, f qq
7Autp f ˚pEΓqq
P F.(5)
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3.2. An invariant Zψ,β from KK-theory. K-theory for C*-algebras and analyticK-homology
are generalized into a common framework called KK-theory [Bla98]. KK-theory is a bivari-
ant functor pA, Bq ÞÑ KKpA, Bq from the category of C*-algebras and homomorhisms to the
category of abelian groups and homomorphisms, which is contravariant with respect to A and
covariant with respect to B.
We have a natural isomorphism KUkpZ, Z
1q – KKpC0pZzZ1q,C0pRkqq for a pair of finite
CW complexes pZ, Z1q (Theorem 4 [Kas75]). Here the left hand side is the homology theory
defined by the spectrum KU. If Zk is a compact KU-oriented k-manifold, then its KU-
orientation lives in the KK-group KKpCpZkzBZkq,C0pR
kqq. We denote it by rZksaKU .
As a technical assumption, we fix a CW complex structure of the classifying space BΓ,
whose r-skeleton BΓprq is compact and Hausdorff for every r P Zą0. Since a smooth k-
manifold Zk has a k-dimensional CW complex structure, the celluar approximation theorem
induces an equivalence of groupoids,
Π1MAPpZ
k, BΓprqq Ñ Π1MAPpZk, BΓq, r ě k ` 2.(6)
We fix a large r ě n ` 3 where n ` 1 is the largest dimension of manifolds which we deal
with in this paper. Let us denote by Π1MAP
f pZk, BΓq
def.
“ Π1MAPpZ
k, BΓprqq. For such r, we
denote
KKpA,CpBΓq b Bq
def.
“ KKpA,CpBΓprqq b Bq.(7)
This assumption is necessary since the *-algebra formed by C-valued continuous maps on BΓ
does not induce a C*-algebra in general.
Let A, B be C*-algebras and let β P KKpA,CpBΓq b Bq. We define an action funcional for
principal Γ-bundles over closed KU-oriented n-manifolds.
Definition 3.5. Let Xn be a closed KU-oriented n-manifold. For an object f P Π1MAP
f pXn, BΓq,
we define
S βpX
n, f q
def.
“ f˚rXnsaKU bCpXnq β P KKpA, S nBq(8)
where bCpXnq is the Kasparov product contracting CpXnq.
We define a generalized Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant Zψ,β for closed KU-oriented n-manifolds
as follows. Again, one can check that Zψ,β PM
n
KU
ppt; Fq.
Definition 3.6. Let ψ : KKpA, S nBq Ñ Fˆ be a group homomorphism. We define S ψ,β
def.
“
ψ˚pS βq and Zψ,β
def.
“ c!pS ψ,βq. In other words, for a closed KU oriented n-manifold X, we
define
Zψ,βpX
nq
def.
“
ÿ
r f s
ψpS βpX
n, f qq
7Autp f ˚pEΓqq
P F.(9)
Here, f runs on the set π0pMAP
f pXn, BΓqq – rXn, BΓprqs.
4. Main results
In this section, we outline our main results without giving precise definition of notations.
In subsection 4.1, we give one of our main theorems that the invariant Zϕ,α extends to a TQFT
Zˆϕˆ,αˆ. We give explanation that it yields the Dijkgraaf-Witten theory [FQ93] as its corollary.
In subsection 4.2, we give our other main theorem that the invariant Zψ,β extends to a TQFT
Zˆψˆ,βˆ. In subsection 4.3, we summarize their constructions. In subsection 4.4, we explain the
main feature of our construction.
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4.1. A TQFT Zˆϕˆ,αˆ from generalized (co)homology theory. Let E be a ring spectrum. We
denote by CobEn´1 a cobordism category of E-oriented smooth manifolds whose top dimen-
sion is n P Zą0. Its object class consists of (n-1)-dimensional closed E-oriented smooth
manifolds Yn´1 such that
EnpY
n´1q – 0.(10)
Here, En denotes the n-th E-homology group. The morphism class of the category Cob
E
n´1
consists of n-dimensional smooth E-oriented cobordisms connecting such objects. Due to
the additivity of E-homology with respect to disjoint union of spaces, the disjoint union of
E-oriented manifolds induces a symmetric monoidal structure on the category CobEn´1.
In section 5, we construct a delooping of the abelian group G0pptq which is given by a
symmetric categorical group Gp“ Gˆ´1pS 0qq such that
π1pGq – G0pptq,(11)
as abelian groups. Then our main theorem is stated as follows.
Main theorem 1.(see Theorem 7.2) Let α be a representative of the F-cohomology class
α P FnpBΓq. Let ϕˆ : G Ñ FˆTor be a symmetric monoidal functor such that π1pϕˆq “
ϕ : G0pptq Ñ F
ˆ. The invariant Zϕ,α for closed E-oriented n-manifolds extends to a strong
symmetric monoidal functor,
Zˆϕˆ,αˆ : pCob
E
n´1, >q Ñ pVectF,bq.(12)
It is a generalization of the Dijkgraaf-Witten theory [DW90],[FQ93] : We substitute the
following spectra into E, F,
E “ HZ, F “ G “ HUp1q.(13)
Here HM is the Eilenberg Maclane spectrum associated with an abelian group M. Let
ϕ : Up1q – G0pptq “ H0ppt;Up1qq Ñ M “ C
ˆ be the inclusion. Then it is lifted to an
equivalence of symmetric categorical groups, ϕˆ : G Ñ CˆTor (see section 9). Under these
assumptions, the strong symmetric monoidal functor Zˆϕˆ,αˆ in the theorem gives the Dijkgraaf-
Witten theory. In fact, the cobordism category CobEn´1 is isomorphic to the cobordism cate-
gory of oriented manifolds since any closed k-manifold Zk satisfies Hk`1pZk;Zq – 0.
4.2. A TQFT Zˆψˆ,βˆ from KK-theory. Let A, B be C*-algebras. In section 10, we construct a
delooping of the abelian group KKpA, S nBq which is given as a symmetric categorical group
Gp“ KKpA, S n`1Bqq such that
π1pGq – KKpA, S
nBq,(14)
as abelian groups.
Main Theorem 2. Let A, B be C*-algebras. Let β be a representative of the KK-theory
class β P KKpA,CpBΓqbBq. Let ψˆ : GÑ FˆTor be a symmetric monoidal functor such that
π1pψˆq “ ψ : KKpA, S
nBq Ñ Fˆ. The invariant Zψ,β extends to a strong symmetric monoidal
functor,
Zˆψˆ,βˆ : pCob
KU
n´1, >q Ñ pVectF,bq.(15)
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4.3. Outline of the construction. We summarize the construction of TQFT’s. In order to
extend our Dijkgraaf invariant to a TQFT, we firstly extend our Lagrangian classical field the-
ory or characteristic number of BΓ-manifolds. As the Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant is obtained
using the push-forward in Definition 3.3, we apply a push-forward c! : Cob
n´1
E
pBΓ;VectFq Ñ
Cobn´1
E
ppt;VectFq to the extended characteristic number to obtain a TQFT.
We only consider the generalized cohomology case here, but it is possible to discuss the
KK-theory case in a parallel way. It is helpful to recall the definition of the invariant Zϕ,α.
For each closed n-manifold Xn which has an appropriate orientation with respect to some
spectrum, we are given a set of finite gauge fields over which a Lagrangian classical field
theory S ϕ,α is defined. S ϕ,α is understood as a characteristic number of closed BΓ-manifolds
obtained by composing following maps :
MEn pBΓq Ñ EnpBΓq
xα,´y
Ñ G0pptq
ϕ
Ñ Fˆ(16)
The first step is that we extend the characteristic number S ϕ,α to closed pn ´ 1q-manifolds.
We denote it by Sˆ ϕˆ,αˆ, which is defined by composing following functors,
Cob
E,rep
n´1 pBΓq
ΦBΓÑ Eˆn`1pΣ2BΓ`q
xαˆ,´y
Ñ Gˆ´1pS 0q
ϕˆ
Ñ FˆTor.(17)
Here, the symmetric monoidal functor ΦBΓ is defined in section 6.
Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant Zϕ,αpX
nq is defined via an integral of the functional S ϕ,α over
finite gauge fields. Our strategy to construct TQFT’s is parallel to the construction of the
invariant Zϕ,α. In fact, there exists a push-forward c! : Cob
n
EpBΓ;VectFq Ñ Cob
n
Eppt;VectFq,
which is called finite path integral in the literature. The symmetric monoidal functor c!Sˆ ϕˆ,αˆ P
CobnEppt;VectFq obtained by applying it to the extended characteristic number is the TQFT
we want.
We should give a remark about Eˆ‚. In order to extend invariants to codimension-one man-
ifolds, we start with a categorical framework of abelian groups, i.e. symmetric categorical
groups.
We lift the generalized (co)homology groups and KK-theory groups to categorical groups
as follows. Both of generalized (co)homology groups and KK-theory groups can be defined
as a homotopy set π0pMorpa, bqq of a space Morpa, bq for appropriate object a, b, which
are spectra for the former case and C*-algebras for the latter case. Our categorical group
version of generalized (co)homology groups and KK-theory groups are constructed on the
fundamental groupoid Π1Morpa, bq.
4.4. Main feature of the construction. In previous research on Dijkgraaf-Witten theory
[DW90] [Wak92] [FQ93] [SV17], the functor ΦBΓ is constructed implicitly by using sim-
plicial data of manifolds. Triangulations of manifolds and the classifying space are used
in Dijkgraaf-Witten, Wakui, and the singular nerve of manifolds is used in Freed-Quinn,
Sharma-Voronov. In particular, the morphism assigned by ΦBΓ is induced by the natural
transformation associated in the 2-exact sequence of categorical (singular) homology groups
in Sharma-Voronov. The main feature of our construction is that we do not need such auxil-
iary data. We construct corresponding morphisms by using a homotopy associated with every
bordism. In this subsection, let us explain the idea.
For a moment, we deal with arbitrary manifolds. Let Y be a closed pn ´ 1q-manifold. We
denote by B1
0
pYq the quotient space Y ˆ D1{Y ˆ BD1 where D1
def.
“ tt P R | ´ 1 ď t ď 1u.
For a n-bordism X from Y0 to Y1, we construct B
1
1pY0
i0Ñ X
i1Ð Y1q “ B
1
1pXq as follows. We
glue the boundaries of Y1 ˆ r´1, 0s > X ˆ t0u > Y1 ˆ r0, 1s to obtain a bundle L over D
1, i.e.
we identify,
‚ py1, 0q „ pi1py1q, 0q where y1 P Y1
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‚ py0, 0q „ pi0py0q, 0q where y0 P Y0
Let us write the projection to D1 by π : L Ñ D1. We define B11pXq as the quotient space
L{πpBD1q. Then B1
0
pYq, B1
1
pXq are naturally determined by Y, X respectively. We have a
homotopy h denoted in the following diagram,
(18)
B11pY0 Ñ X Ð Y1q
B1
0
pY0q
h
ùñ B1
0
pY1q
B1
0
pXq
q1
q0
The upper two maps are obtained by collapsing Y1ˆr´1, 0s and Y0ˆr0, 1s respectively. The
lower two maps are induced from the inclusions.
A continuous map g : Y Ñ BΓ induces a map B1
0
pgq : B1
0
pYq Ñ B1
0
pBΓq. Let us consider
a bordism between BΓ-manifolds. In other words, we are given a bordism X from Y0 to Y1
and continuous maps gk : Yk Ñ BΓ, f : X Ñ BΓ such that the restriction of f to boundaries
coincides with g0 > g1. Then we can construct a homotopy from B
1
0pg0q ˝ q1 to B
1
0pg1q ˝ q0 by
using the previous homotopy h.
Let E “ tEn, snu be a spectrum. From now on, we consider E-oriented manifolds and bor-
disms. An pn´1q-th E-homology class of Y is represented by a map from the sphere spectrum
S n`1 to E^ Σ8Σ2Y`. Note that we have a homeomorphism between spaces Σ2Y` and B10pYq
defined above. Hence, we consider a representative of an pn ´ 1q-th E-homology class of Y
as a map to E ^ Σ8B1
0
pYq. Then a continuous map g : Y Ñ BΓ and a representative of an E-
orientation of Y (as an E-homology class) gives a map S pY, gq from the sphere spectrum S n`1
to E ^ Σ8B10pBΓq. For an E-oriented BΓ-bordism pX, f q between E-oriented BΓ-manifolds
pY0, g0q, pY1, g1q, we obtain a homotopy S pX, f q from S pY0, g0q ˝ q1 to S pY1, g1q ˝ q0 :
B11pY0 Ñ X Ð Y1q
B10pY0q
S pX, f q
ùñ B10pY1q
B1
0
pBΓq
q1
q0
S pY0g0q
S pY1g1q
The above constructions might be sufficient to understand what are assigned to objects and
morphisms from the TQFT’s, however it is hard to check whether the assignments give a
functor, i.e. whether commutative diagrams in the domain are sent to commutative diagrams
in the target. It is the reason that we use bundles over the 2-disk D2 not over the 1-disk D1 in
Definition 6.3.
Let us recall how the homotopy h is obtained. One might realize that the maps in the
diagram (18) are nothing but the collapsing maps πu from D
1{BD1 to U{BU – S 1 where
U is a subspace of D1 with a homeomorphism u to the 1-disk D1 if one focuses on their
base spaces. Then the homotopy h is obtained from a homotopy between πu and πv where
we consider another embedding v : D1 Ñ D1. More generally, given a manifold T n and an
embedding u : Dn Ñ T n, we have such collapsing map πu : T
n Ñ Dn{BDn – S n, and if two
embeddings are connected by an isotopy i, then i induces a homotopy between πu and πv.
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5. Generalized (co)homology categorical group
In this section, we introduce a categorical group version of generalized (co)homology the-
ory It is defined as the fundamental groupoid of a space of morphisms between spectra whose
0-th homotopy set gives the generalized (co)homology group. The abelian group structure on
generalized (co)homology group is lifted to the groupoid as a symmetric categorical group
structure.
In subsection 5.1, we introduce a simplicial set consisting of morphisms between spectra,
and discuss some properties of its fundamental groupoid. In subsection 5.2, we define cat-
egorical generalized (co)homology group denoted by EˆnpXq and Eˆ
npXq for a pointed space
X.
5.1. Preliminaries. We follow [Ada95], [Swi17] with respect to the notion of spectra. We
say that E “ tEn, snu is a spectrum if En’s are pointed CW complexes and sn : ΣEn Ñ En`1’s
are pointed CW-embeddings. For two spectra E, F, a map is a family of celluar maps fn :
En Ñ Fn between CW-complexes which intertwines the structure maps sn’s. For two spectra
E, F, a morphism is an equivalence class of a pair p f , E1q : E Ñ F where E1 Ă E is cofinal
subspectrum and f : E1 Ñ F is a map of spectra. Here, E1 Ă E is cofinal if there exists
k P N such that Σke Ă E1
n`k for any cell e of En. Two pairs p f , E
1q, pg, E2q are equivalent if
f |E1XE2 “ g|E1XE2 . We denote by MorpE, Fqn the set of morphisms of degree n from E to F.
Definition 5.1. We define a simplicial set MORpE, Fqn “ X for two spectra E, F. Let its m-
skeleton Xm be MorpE^△pmq
`, Fqn. Here, E^△pnq` “ tEn^△pnq`u is given by the smash
product of a spectrum and a pointed CW-complex. We use the face maps and degeneracy
maps between simplices △pnq to define the face maps and degeneracy maps between Xm’s.
For two subspectra E1, E2 of E, if two morphisms f 1 : E1 Ñ F, f 2 : E2 Ñ F coincide
on E1 X E2, then they are glued into a unique morphism f : E1 Y E2 Ñ F. Hence, we see
that the simplicial set MORpE, Fqn satisfies the Kan condition [Kan55], [Kan56] so that its
fundamental groupoid of MORpE, Fq is well-defined.
Next, we lift the composition of morphisms to a simplicial map between MORpE, Fq’s :
Definition 5.2. We define a simplicial map,
MORpE, Fq ˆ MORpF,Gq Ñ MORpE,Gq.(19)
It suffices to define a map which is compatible with face maps and degeneracy maps,
MorpE ^ p△pnqq`, Fq ˆ MorpF ^ p△pnqq`,Gq Ñ MorpE ^ p△pnqq`,Gq(20)
p f , g q ÞÑ h(21)
We define h by taking compositions of the following maps where f P MorpE ^ p△pnqq`, Fq,
g, P MorpF ^ p△pnqq`,Gq :
E ^ p△pnqq` ∆Ñ E ^ p△pnq ˆ △pnqq`(22)
–
Ñ pE ^ p△pnqq`q ^ p△pnqq`(23)
f
Ñ F ^ p△pnqq`(24)
g
Ñ G.(25)
Since the composition simplicial map defined above satisfies the associativity strictly, it
follows that (19) is natural with respect to E, F,G. For example, if we write by ˚ the one-
point simplicial set, then f P MorpE, Fq induces a simplicial map fˆ : ˚ Ñ MORpE, Fq. Then
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we obtain a simplicial map from (19) :
MORpF,Gq Ñ ˚ ˆ MORpF,Gq(26)
fˆ
Ñ MORpE, Fq ˆ MORpF,Gq(27)
Ñ MORpE,Gq(28)
If we denote it by f ˚ : MORpF,Gq Ñ MORpE,Gq, then we have pg ˝ f q˚ “ f ˚ ˝ g˚ due
to the associativity of the composition simplicial map. Therefore we obtain the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.3. The composition simplicial map induces a functor between fundamental
groupoids,
Π1MORpE, Fq ˆ Π1MORpF,Gq Ñ Π1MORpE,Gq.(29)
This composition functor satisfies the associativity strictly, has a strict unit, and it is natural
with respect to E, F,G.
From now on, we discuss an additivity of MORpE, Fq with respect to E. Note that we
have a bijection MorpE _ E1, Fq Ñ MorpE, Fq ˆ MorpE1, Fq, which extends to a simplicial
isomorphismMORpE_E1, Fq Ñ MORpE, FqˆMORpE1, Fq. Hence, we obtain the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.4. Let E, E1, F be spectra. Let us denote by i : E Ñ E _ E1, i1 : E1 Ñ E _ E1
the canonical inclusions. They induce an isomorphism of groupoids :
Π1MORpE _ E
1, Fq Ñ Π1MORpE, Fq ˆ Π1MORpE1, Fq.(30)
By definition, π0pMORpE, Fqq is the homotopy set of morphisms from E to F. It is well-
known that the set of homotopy set of morphisms of spectra has an abelian group structure.
It is explained as follows. Note that we have an equivalence MORpE, Fq » MORpS ^ E, Fq
where we denote by S the sphere spectrum. The sphere spectrum has a cogroup structure in
the homotopy category of spectra with the wedge product as its monoidal structure : We have
a pinch map S 1 Ñ S 1_ S 1 which extends to a morphism of spectra S Ñ S _ S . Since S 2 Ñ
S 2_S 2 gives an abelian cogroup in the homotopy category of pointed spaces with the wedge
product as its symmetric monoidal structure, we see that S Ñ S _S gives an abelian cogroup
in the homotopy category of spectra. Therefore the set π0pMORpS ^ E, Fqq has an abelian
group structure since we have MORppS _ S q^ E, Fq – MORpS ^ E, FqˆMORpS ^ E, Fq.
In a similar way, Π1pS ^ E, Fq inherits a symmetric categorical group structure.
Proposition 5.5. By Proposition 5.4, we have a symmetric monoidal isomorphism :
Π1MORpS ^ pE _ E
1q, Fq Ñ Π1MORpS ^ E, Fq ‘ Π1MORpS ^ E, Fq
Let E, F, F 1 be spectra. Denote the canonical inclusions by i : F Ñ F_F 1, i1 : F 1 Ñ F_F 1.
They induce a functor f by
Π1MORpS ^ E, Fq ‘ Π1MORpS ^ E, F
1q Ñ Π1MORpS ^ E, F _ F 1q
pa, bq ÞÑ i˚paq ‘ i1˚pbq
If p : F _ F 1 Ñ F and p1 : F _ F 1 Ñ F 1 denotes the projections, we obtain a functor g,
Π1MORpS ^ E, F _ F
1q Ñ Π1MORpS ^ E, Fq ‘ Π1MORpS ^ E, F 1q
a ÞÑ pp˚paq, p1˚paqq
Proposition 5.6. The functors f , g are lifted to an adjoint equivalence of symmetric categor-
ical groups with canonical inverses.
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Proof. Since p ˝ i “ idF, p
1 ˝ i1 “ idF1 and p ˝ i1 and p1 ˝ i are collapsing morphisms,
gp f pa, bqq “ f pi˚paq‘ i1˚pbqq “ pp˚pi˚paq‘ i
1
˚pbqq, p
1
˚pi˚paq‘ i
1
˚pbqqq “ pa‘pp˝ i
1q˚pbq, pp1˝
iq˚paq ‘ bq – pa, bq. Hence we obtain a natural isomorphism η : g ˝ f – id which is natural
with respect to E, F, F 1.
On the one hand, f induces an equivalence of groupoids since its π0, π1 induce isomor-
phisms Therefore, there exists a unique natural isomorphism ǫ : id – f ˝ g such that f , g, η, ǫ
gives an adjoint equivalence of groupoids.
The functor g is obviously a (strict) symmetric monoidal functor preserving canonical
inverses due to definitions. Although it is not that obvious for the functor f , the functor f
is enhanced naturally to a symmetric monoidal functor preserving canonical inverses using
the adjoint equivalence f , g, η, ǫ. Then f , g, ǫ, η give an adjoint equivalence of symmetric
categorical groups with canonical inverses. 
5.2. Construction.
Definition 5.7. Let E be a spectrum. For a pointed space X, we define a symmetric categori-
cal group EˆnpXq and EˆnpXq by
EˆnpXq
def.
“ Π1MORpS ^ Σ
8X, Eq´n,(31)
EˆnpXq
def.
“ Π1MORpS , E ^ pS ^ Σ
8Xqqn.(32)
By definition, we have following isomorphisms of abelian groups.
π0pEˆ
npXqq – E˜npXq,(33)
π0pEˆnpXqq – E˜npXq.(34)
Here, the right hand side denotes the reduced E-(co)homology groups. Moreover, for the
fundamental groups of groupoids EˆnpXq, EˆnpXq, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.8. Let E be a spectrum and X be a pointed space. We have following isomor-
phisms of abelian groups.
π1pEˆ
npXqq – E˜n´1pXq,(35)
π1pEˆnpXqq – E˜n`1pXq.(36)
Proof. We sketch the proof for the first claim.
π1pEˆ
npXqq – π1pMORpS ^ Σ
8X, Eq´nq(37)
– MorpS ^ Σ8X ^ S 1, Eq´n{homotopy(38)
– MorpS ^ Σ8X, Eq´n`1{homotopy(39)
– E˜n´1pXq(40)

The symmetric categorical group version of generalized (co)homology theory defined above
is motivated by [SV17], [AdR05]. Sharma-Voronov used a symmetric categorical group ver-
sion of ordinary (co)homology theory to construct the Dijkgraaf-Witten theory. Their cate-
gorical (co)homology group is based on [AdR05], i.e. it is induced from a chain complex of
categorical groups. Then a universal element u P HnpHMn;Mr0sq induces an equivalence of
symmetric monoidal categories :
ˆHM
n
pXq “ Π1MORpS ^ Σ
8X,HMqn Ñ HnpX;Mr0sq.(41)
Here HM be the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum associated with an abelian group M, and
HnpX;Mr0sq is the categorical group described in Sharma-Voronov [SV17]. Mr0s is the
discrete symmetric categorical group induced by the abelian group M.
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Proposition 5.9. The inclusions X Ñ X_X1 and X Ñ X_X1 induce the following symmetric
monoidal isomorphism :
EˆnpX _ X1q Ñ EˆnpXq ‘ EˆnpX1q.(42)
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.5. 
Proposition 5.10. We have a symmetric monoidal adjoint equivalence which is natural with
respect to X, Y, Y 1 :
EˆnpX _ X
1q Ñ EˆnpXq ‘ EˆnpX1q.(43)
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.6. 
Consider a pairing of spectra µ : E ^ F Ñ G^ S where E, F,G are spectra. The pairing µ
induces a pairing of symmetric categorical groups FˆnpXq ˆ EˆmpXq Ñ Gˆm´npS 0q as a functor.
It is constructed by composing the following simplicial maps.
MORpS ^ Σ8X, Fq´n ˆ MORpS , E ^ pS ^ Σ8Xqqm Ñ MORpS , E ^ Fqm´n
(44)
Ñ MORpS ,G ^ S qm´n “ Gˆm´npS 0q(45)
Remark 5.11. For a pointed continuous map f : X Ñ Y, there is an associated long cofiber
sequence X Ñ Y Ñ C f Ñ ΣX Ñ ΣY Ñ ΣC f Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ , which is called Puppe sequence. If
we applying generalized (co)homology theory to this sequence, then we obtain a long exact
sequence which may be used to prove well-known long exact sequences.
On the one hand, there is lifted versions of long exact sequences given by Theroem 4.2
[AdR05]. They are called 2-exactness and relative 2-exactness where 2-exactness implies
relative 2-exactness. We have a relative 2-exact sequence of our categorical (co)homology
groups associated with Puppe sequence. Let f : X Ñ Y be a based map. The long cofiber
sequence X Ñ Y Ñ C f Ñ ΣX Ñ ΣY Ñ ΣC f Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ associated with f induces a relative
2-exact sequence :
EˆnpXq EˆnpYq EˆnpC f q EˆnpΣXq ¨ ¨ ¨
0
0
0
EˆnpXq EˆnpYq EˆnpC f q Eˆ
npΣXq ¨ ¨ ¨
0
0
0
Its proof essentially comes from the (usual) exact sequence of generalized (co)homology
groups.
6. Classical theory from generalized (co)homology
In this section, we construct a Lagrangian classical field theory Sˆ ϕˆ,αˆ for E-oriented man-
ifolds as a symmetric monoidal functor where E is a ring spectrum. It is possible to regard
Sˆ ϕˆ,αˆ as an extension of the invariant S ϕ,α of BΓ-manifolds in Definition 3.1. The construction
is, in fact, applied to arbitrary space instead of BΓ.
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Definition 6.1. Consider a diagram of spaces R,
R0 Ñ R01 Ð R1.(46)
Such a diagram is called a cospan, but we call it as a 1-diagram of spaces in this paper. We
write by B0pRq
def.
“ R1 and B1pRq
def.
“ R0.
Let us consider the following commutative diagram of spaces R,
R0 R01 R1
R02 R012 R12
R2
Let us call such a diagram as a 2-diagram of spaces. We define 1-diagram BkpRq for k “
0, 1, 2 as follows.
‚ B0pRq
def.
“ R1 Ñ R12 Ð R2 .
‚ B1pRq
def.
“ R0 Ñ R02 Ð R2 .
‚ B2pRq
def.
“ R0 Ñ R01 Ð R1 .
We call a diagram consisting of one space by 0-diagram. For a 0-diagram R, we define
A0pRq
def.
“ D2 ˆ R.
Let R “ R0
i
Ñ R01
j
Ð R1 be a 1-diagram as above. We use the maps i, j in the diagram to
glue the following disjoint union of
>k
´
Rk ˆ tre
?´1πt P D2 | k ď t ď k ` 1u
¯
>
`
R01 ˆ t´1 ď r ď 1, r P D
2u
˘
.(47)
Here, we regard the 2-disk embedded in C. We denote the space by A1pRq.
Let R be a 2-diagram as above. We glue following spaces using the maps associated with
the diagram R.
‚ >k
`
Rk ˆ tre
2πt{3 | k ď t ď k ` 1u
˘
‚ R01 ˆ tr P D
2u > R12 ˆ tre
2π{3 P D2u > R02 ˆ tre4π{3 P D2u
‚ R012 ˆ t0u
Here, r denotes a non-negative real number. We detnoe by the space A2pRq.
Remark 6.2. We have an obvious projection AkpRq Ñ D
2 for a k-diagram R. We consider
AkpRq as a bundle over D
2 via the projection
Definition 6.3. We define a pointed space BkpRq for a k-diagram R by
BkpRq
def.
“ AkpRq{AkpRq|BD2(48)
For a morphism between k-diagrams f : R Ñ R1, we denote by Bkp f q : BkpRq Ñ BkpR1q the
induced continuous map.
Fix orientation preserving embeddings θ1,k : D
2 Ñ D2 for k “ 0, 1 such that
D2zθ1,kpD
2q “ tre
?´1πt P D2 | k ă t ă k ` 1, r ‰ 0u.(49)
Then θ1,k is lifted to an embedding θ¯1,k : A0pBkRq Ñ A1pRq for a 1-diagram R. It induces a
pointed map q1,k : B1pRq Ñ B0pBkRq for k “ 0, 1.
In a similar way, we define q2,k : B2pRq Ñ B1pBkRq where k “ 0, 1, 2 and R is a 2-diagram
of spaces. Fix orientation preserving embeddings θ2,k : D
2 Ñ D2 for k “ 0, 1, 2 such that
D2zθ2,kpD
2q “ tre
?´12πt{3 P D2 | k ă t ă k ` 1, r ‰ 0u.(50)
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It is lifted to an embedding θ¯2,k : A1pBkRq Ñ A2pRq for a 2-diagram R, which induces a
pointed map q2,k : B2pRq Ñ B1pBkRq.
Definition 6.4. Let L be a compact n-manifold possibly with boundary. We define a category
CpLq of embeddings from n-disk Dn into L. For two embeddings i0, i1 : D
n Ñ L, a pre-
morphism j is given as an embedding j : Dn ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Lˆ r0, 1s such that
‚ jpx, tq “ p jtpxq, tq
‚ jpx, 0q “ i0pxq and jpx, 1q “ i1pxq
We identify two pre-morphisms j0, j1 if there exists an embedding h : pD
nˆr0, 1sqˆ r0, 1s Ñ
pLˆ r0, 1sq ˆ r0, 1s such that
‚ hpx, t, 0q “ j0px, tq and hpx, t, 1q “ j1px, tq
‚ hpx, 0, sq “ i0pxq and hpx, 1, sq “ i1pxq
We define the composition j17 j of pre-morphisms j : i0 Ñ i1 and j1 : i1 Ñ i2 as
p j17 jqpx, tq def.“
#
p j2tpxq, tq if 0 ď t ď 1{2
p j12t´1pxq, tq if 1{2t ď 1.
(51)
Let us define a functor χL : CpLq Ñ Π1MappL{BL,D
n{BDnq. For an object i of CpLq, i.e.
an embedding i : Dn Ñ L, we define a map χLpiq P MappL{BL,D
n{BDnq as the collapsing
map L{BL Ñ ipDnq{ipBDnq – Dn{BDn. For a morphism j from i0 to i1, we define a homotopy
χLp jq “ h from χLpi0q to χLpi1q by
hpx, tq
def.
“
#
rys if jpy, tq “ px, tq P Lˆ r0, 1s
˚ otherwise
(52)
Remark 6.5. Suppose that a 1-diagram R “ pR0 Ñ R01 Ð R1q is constant. Then q1,k :
B1pRq Ñ B0pBkRq coincides with χLpθ1,kq ^ idR`
01
. Similar claim holds for 2-diagrams.
Definition 6.6. Let us define a symmetric monoidal category Cob
E,rep
n´1 pT q for a space T .
A triple pY, g, ξq is an object of CobE,rep
n´1 pT q if the followings hold :
‚ Y is a closed E-oriented pn´ 1q-manifold such that EnpYq – 0.
‚ g : Y Ñ T is a continuous map.
‚ ξ P Eˆn`1pB0pYqq which represents the E-orientation of Y.
We define a morphism as an equivalence class of pre-morphisms which we explain from
now on. A quintuple pX, Y0, Y1, f , ηq is a pre-morphism from pY0, g0, ξ0q to pY1, g1, ξ1q if the
followings hold :
‚ X is an E-oriented bordism from Y0 to Y1 which are closed E-oriented manifolds such
that EnpY0q – 0 – EnpY1q.
‚ f : X Ñ T is a continuous map whose restriction to boundaries coincides with the
map g0 > g1 : Y0 > Y1 Ñ T.
‚ η P Eˆn`1pB1pXqq represents the E-orientation of X. Here, B1pXq denotes B1pRq where
R is the 1-diagram of spaces Y0 Ñ X Ð Y1 where the maps are inclusions.
We define the identity in the category as follows. For an object pY, g, ξq, we define its
identity as the class rY ˆ r0, 1s, g ˝ π, ξ1s where π : Y ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Y is the projection and ξ1 is
a representative of the E-orientation of Y ˆ r0, 1s.
We define the composition in the category as follows. For two pre-morphisms pX, Y0, Y1, f , ηq,
pX1, Y1, Y2, f 1, η1q, we define their composition as the class of a pre-morphism pX1˝X, Y0, Y2, f 17 f , η2q
where f 17 f is the map obtained by gluing f , f 1 and η2 is a representative of E-orientation of
X1 ˝ X.
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Then the data of Cob
E,rep
n´1 pT q defined above forms a category. We construct a symmetric
monoidal category structure on the category Cob
E,rep
n´1 pT q. We define its ‘tensor product’ by
pY, g, ξq > pY 1, g1, ξ1q def.“ pY > Y 1, g > g1, ξ ‘ ξ1q(53)
Then there are obvious associator and left (right) unit morphisms. Note that the associator is
induced by the associator of the monoidal structure of Eˆn`1pY > Y 1 > Y2q.
Definition 6.7. Let us define a symmetric monoidal functorΦT : Cob
E,rep
n´1 pT q Ñ Eˆn`1pB0pT qq.
For simplicity, we denote by f˚ “ Eˆn`1p f q for a continuous map f and h˚˚ “ Eˆn`1phq for a
homotopy h.
Let pY, g, ξq be an object of CobE,rep
n´1 pT q. We define ΦT pY, g, ξq by
ΦT pY, g, ξq
def.
“ B0pgq˚ξ P Eˆn`1pB0pBΓqq.(54)
Let rX, Y0, Y1, f , ηs be a morphism from pY0, g0, ξ0q to pY1, g1, ξ1q in the category Cob
E,rep
n´1 pT q.
In order to define ΦT pX, Y0, Y1, f , ηq, we choose and fix a morphism γ : θ1,1 Ñ θ1,0 in the
category CpLq, L “ D2. The bordism X induces a 1-diagram R “ pR0 Ñ R01 Ð R1q “
pY0
i1Ñ X
i0Ð Y1q. Then we are given following diagram. Note that we have B0pikq ˝ q1,k “
χLpθ1,kq ^ idR`
01
. Hence, the morphism γ induces a homotopy hX : B0pi1q ˝ q1,1 Ñ B0pi0q ˝
q1,0 upto homotopy, i.e. hX is a morphism in Π1MappB1pRq, B0pR01qq. Note that we have
unique morphism κ1 : pq1,1q˚η Ñ ξ0 and κ0 : pq1,0q˚η Ñ ξ1 since Eˆn`1pB0pYkqq’s are simply
connected by assumptions. We define
ΦT rX, Y0, Y1, f , ηs
def.
“ pB0pg1q˚κ0q ˝ pB0p f q˚phXq˚˚ηq ˝ pB0pg0q˚κ1q ,(55)
which is a morphism from B0pg0q˚ξ0 to B0pg1q˚ξ1 in the category Eˆn`1pB0pBΓqq.
We define a natural morphismΦT ppY, g, ξq > pY
1, g1ξ1qq Ñ ΦT pY, g, ξq‘ΦTpY 1, g1, ξ1q as the
morphism B0pg > g
1q˚pξ ‘ ξ1q Ñ B0pgq˚pξq ‘ B0pg1q˚pξ1q induces by the monoidality of the
monoidal functor B0 and monoidal category Eˆn`1pBΓq.
Proposition 6.8. ΦT gives a symmetric monoidal functor.
Proof. We prove that ΦT sends an identity morphism to an identity morphism. Let rY ˆ
r0, 1s, g ˝ π, ξ1s be an identity morphism on the object pY, g, ξq P CobE,rep
n´1 pT q. We have,
ΦTprY ˆ r0, 1s, g ˝ π, ξ
1sq “ B0pg ˝ πq˚phYˆr0,1sq˚˚η(56)
“ B0pgq˚ ˝ B0pπq˚phYˆr0,1sq˚˚η.(57)
Note that the target category of the functor B0pπq˚ is Eˆn`1pB0pYqq which is simply-connected
by the assumption EnpYq – 0. Hence, B0pπq˚phYˆr0,1sq˚˚η is the identity morphism on
B0pgq˚ξ so that ΦT sends an identity morphism to an identity morphism.
We prove that ΦT preserves the composition of morphisms. Let us consider a 2-diagram
R such that R012 “ X
1 ˝ X, B2R “ pY0 Ñ X Ð Y1q, B0R “ pY1 Ñ X1 Ð Y2q, B1R “ pY0 Ñ
X1 ˝ X Ð Y2q. We set the structure map pR02 Ñ R012q “ pX1 ˝ X Ñ X1 ˝ X to be the identity
map, pR12 Ñ R012q “ pX
1 Ñ X1 ˝ X and pR01 Ñ R012q “ pX Ñ X1 ˝ Xq to be inclusions. We
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choose isotopies of embeddings k10, k
1
1, k
1
2 given in the diagram below :
(58)
A2pRq
A1pBaRq
k1c
ùñ A1pBbRq
A0pRcq
θ¯2,a
θ¯2,b
θ¯
θ¯
Here, a ă b and ta, b, cu “ t0, 1, 2u. Then the isotopy k1c induce a homotopy kc :
(59)
B2pRq
B1pBaRq
kc
ùñ B1pBbRq
B0pRcq
They can be denoted as follows.
‚ k0 : q1,1 ˝ q2,1 Ñ q1,1 ˝ q2,2
‚ k1 : q1,1 ˝ q2,0 Ñ q1,0 ˝ q2,2
‚ k2 : q1,0 ˝ q2,0 Ñ q1,0 ˝ q2,1
We can choose such kc’s satisfying the following commutative diagrams inΠ1MappB2pRq, B0pR012qq.
(60)
B0pi0q ˝ q1,1 ˝ q2,2 B0pi0q ˝ q1,1 ˝ q2,1 B0pi2q ˝ q1,0 ˝ q2,1
B0pi1q ˝ q1,0 ˝ q2,2 B0pi2q ˝ q1,0 ˝ q2,0
B0pi1q ˝ q1,1 ˝ q2,0
hX
k0
hX1˝X
k2
k1
hX1
Here, we denote by ik : Yk Ñ X
1 ˝ X the inclusion for k “ 0, 1, 2.
ΦTpX
1, Y1, Y2, f 1, η1q ˝ ΦT pX, Y0, Y1, f , ηq(61)
“ ΦT pX
1, Y1, Y2, f 1, q2,0ωq ˝ ΦT pX, Y0, Y1, f , q2,2ωq(62)
“ pB0pg2q˚κ12q ˝ pB0p f
1q˚phX1q˚˚q2,0ωq ˝ pB0pg1q˚κ11q(63)
˝ pB0pg1q˚κ1q ˝ pB0p f q˚phXq˚˚q2,2ωq ˝ pB0pg0q˚κ0q(64)
Note that κ1
1
˝ κ is the unique morphism connecting its source and target. Hence, we have
κ1
1
˝ κ “ pk1q˚˚ω.
ΦTpX
1 ˝ X, Y0, Y2, f 17 f , η2q(65)
“ ΦT pX
1 ˝ X, Y0, Y2, f 17 f , q2,1ωq(66)
“ pB0pg2q˚κ12q ˝ pB0p f
17 f q˚phX1˝Xq˚˚q2,1ωq ˝ pB0pg0q˚κ0q(67)
Above all, we can check thatΦT pX
1˝X, Y0, Y2, f 17 f , η2q “ ΦTpX1, Y1, Y2, f 1, η1q˝ΦT pX, Y0, Y1, f , ηq
due to the uniqueness of κa, κ
1
a’s and the commutative diagram (60).
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The symmetric monoidality of the functor ΦT is shown using the monoidal structure of
category Eˆn`1pBΓq, functor B0p´q, and the symmetric monoidal equivalence in Proposition
5.10. 
Definition 6.9. Let αˆ P Fˆn`2pB0pBΓqq be an object. It induces a symmetric monoidal functor
xαˆ,´y : Eˆn`1pB0pBΓqq Ñ Gˆ´1pS 0q. For a symmetric monoidal functor ϕˆ : Gˆ´1pS 0q Ñ
F
ˆTor, we define a symmetric monoidal functor Sˆ ϕˆ,αˆ : Cob
E
n´1pBΓq Ñ F
ˆTor by composing
following symmetric monoidal functors :
Cob
E,rep
n´1 pBΓq
ΦBΓÑ Eˆn`1pB0pBΓqq
xαˆ,´y
Ñ Gˆ´1pS 0q
ϕˆ
Ñ FˆTor(68)
, and using the equivalence Cob
E,rep
n´1 pBΓq Ñ Cob
E
n´1pBΓq; pY, g, ξq ÞÑ pY, gq.
Remark 6.10. Let ϕˆ : Gˆ´1pS 0q Ñ FˆTor be a symmetric monoidal functor. Then αˆ ÞÑ Sˆ ϕˆ,αˆ
gives a symmetric monoidal functor Fˆn`2pB0pBΓqq Ñ Cob
n´1
E pBΓ; F
ˆTorq.
7. Quantum theory from generalized (co)homology
In this section, we construct a TQFT for E-oriented manifolds starting from a represen-
tative αˆ of a class α P FnpBΓq. It is obtained by applying a push-forward to our classi-
cal Lagrangian classical field theory. The TQFT yields an invariant for closed E-oriented
n-manifolds which coincides with the generalized Dijkgraaf-Witten invariant defined in sub-
section 3.1.
There exists a push-forward functor Cobn´1
E
pBΓ;VectFq Ñ Cob
n´1
E
ppt;VectFq. It is con-
structed by using the ambidexterity of the category VectF [GH14]. We sketch the construc-
tion. Let C,D be categories and F : CÑ D be a functor. We suppose following assumptions.
‚ The categories F´1pdq, F´1plq are finite groupoids for an object d and a morphism l
inD.
‚ Let l : d0 Ñ d1, l
1 : d1 Ñ d2 be morphisms in D. Suppose that the canonical
functor F´1plqp ˆq F´1pl1q Ñ f´1pl1 ˝ lq induces a equivalence of categories where
p : F´1plq Ñ F´1pd1q, q : F´1plq Ñ F´1pd1q are projections.
For an object d P D, we denote by f´1pdq the homotopy fiber category, i.e. the category of
pair pc, uq such that c P C and u : Fpcq Ñ d is an isomorphism. For a morphism l : d0 Ñ d1 in
D, we also denote by F´1plq the homotopy fiber category, i.e. the category of triples ph, u, vq
such that h is a morphism in C, u ˝ Fphq ˝ v “ l and u, v are isomorphisms in the category
D. Under the assumptions, we construct a functor F! : FunpC,VectFq Ñ FunpD,VectFq as
follows. Let f P FunpC,VectFq, i.e. f is a functor from C to VectF.
‚ pF!p f qq pdq
def.
“ limÐÝ f |F´1pdq for d P D.
‚ Let l : d0 Ñ d1 be a morphism in D. We define a morphism pF!p f qq plq from
pF!p f qq pd0q to pF!p f qq pd1q by composing the following maps,
(69)
limÐÝ f ˝ π0
–
Ñ limÝÑ f ˝ π1
limÐÝ f |F´1pd0q limÝÑ f |F´1pd1q
–
Ð limÐÝ f |F´1pd1q
where πk : F
´1plq Ñ F´1pdkq is the projection for k “ 0, 1. Here, we use the first
assumption above and the ambidexterity of the category VectF .
Then the assignment F! f defined previously gives a functor from D to VectF due to the
second assumption above. Note that for the functor c˚ : Cob
E
n´1pBΓq Ñ Cob
E
n´1pptq, we
have equivalences pc˚q´1pYq » Π1MappY, BΓq and pc˚q´1pXq » Π1MappX, BΓq where Y, X
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are an object and a morphism in the category CobEn´1pptq respectively. Hence, c˚ satisfies
the first assumption above. Moreover, it satisfies the second assumption since the following
diagram forms a homotopy pull-back diagram induced by restrictions where X : Y0 Ñ Y1,
X1 : Y1 Ñ Y2 are bordisms.
Π1MappX
1 ˝ X, BΓq
Π1MappX, BΓq Π1MappX
1, BΓq
Π1MappY1, BΓq
Definition 7.1. We define Zˆϕˆ,αˆ P Cob
n´1
E ppt;VectFq by
Zˆϕˆ,αˆ
def.
“ c!pSˆ ϕˆ,αˆq.(70)
Theorem 7.2. Let ϕˆ : Gˆ´1pS 0q Ñ FˆTor be a symmetric monoidal functor. Let ϕ be the
homomorphism π1pϕˆq : G0pptq – π1pGˆ´1pS 0qq Ñ π1pFˆTorq – Fˆ. The invariant Zϕ,α in
Definition 3.4 extends to a strong symmetric monoidal functor :
Zˆϕˆ,αˆ : pCob
E
n´1, >q Ñ pVectF,bq.(71)
More precisely, we have
inv : π0pCob
n´1
E ppt;VectFqq ÑM
n
Eppt; kq,(72)
rZˆϕˆ,αˆs ÞÑ Zϕ,α.(73)
Proof. We consider the previous discussion for C “ CobEn´1pBΓq,D “ Cob
E
n´1pptq “
CobEn´1, F “ c˚. For the object H P Cob
E
n´1 (the null space), we have F
´1pHq » ˚ so
that limÐÝ f |F´1pHq – F as vector spaces. Let pX,H,Hq be a morphism between null spaces in
the category CobEn´1. Note that we have F
´1pX,H,Hq » Π1MappX, BΓq. Hence, to com-
pute invrZˆϕˆ,αˆs, we check where 1 P F – Zˆϕˆ,αˆpHq is sent by Zˆϕˆ,αˆpXq where X is an E-oriented
n-bordism which is closed. Recall the definition of corresponding morphism in (69), then we
obtain the followings.
p1 | f : X Ñ BΓq ÞÑ p
S ϕ,αpX, f q
7Autp f˚EΓq | f : X Ñ BΓq
1 P F
ř
f
S ϕ,αpX, f q
7Autp f˚EΓq
It proves the claim since
ř
f
S ϕ,αpX, f q
7Autp f˚EΓq “ Zϕ,αpXq P F. 
8. Examples
8.1. Untwisted theory. In this subsection, we give some computations for the simplest case
: αˆ – 0. We first give results under the simplest case : αˆ “ 0 strictly. If we have a strict
equality αˆ “ 0, then it is easy to compute Zˆϕˆ,αˆ. Since Zˆϕˆ,αˆ depends on αˆ naturally, we only
need to consider the case of αˆ – 0.
Let αˆ P Fˆn`2pB0pBΓqq be the unit. i.e. it is a collapsing morphism between some spectra.
Since α “ 0 P FnpBΓq, it is obvious that S αpX
n, f q “ 0 P rG0pS 0q. For a connected closed
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E-oriented n-manifold Xn, we have
Zϕ,αpXq “
7Hompπ1pXq, Γq
7Γ
P F.(74)
In particular, for a E-oriented closed connected pn ´ 1q-dimensional manifold Y such that
EnpYq – 0, we have
dimFpZˆϕˆ,αˆpYqq “
7Hompπ1pY ˆ S
1q, Γq
7Γ
.(75)
8.2. The case of Γ “ Z{2, E “ F “ HZ{2. In that case, we have FnpBΓq “ HnpBZ{2;Z{2q “
HnpRP8;Z{2q – Z{2 so that we have only one nontrivial class α “ wn
1
where w1 denotes the
first Stiefel Whitney class. We write Zϕ,α “ Zwn
1
for short.
For simplicity, let us denote by τX the map H
1pX;Z{2q Ñ HnpX;Z{2q ; z ÞÑ zn for an
n-manifold X.
Let n be arbitrary natural number. For closed n-manifold X whose first betti number is 1,
we have
Zwn
1
pXnq “
#
1 τX “ 0
0 τX ‰ 0
(76)
We give two examples as such manifolds X, the real projective space RPn and the Dold
manifold Ppm, lq, m, l ě 1. Based on this computation, we can compute the dimension of
vector spaces. We have Zwn
1
pRPnq “ 0 and Zwn
1
pPpm, lqq “ 1 where m ` 2l “ n. If the first
Betti number of a closed pn´ 1q-manifold Y is zero, then we have
dimFZˆwn
1
pYq “ 1(77)
It is easy to check that if Y is 1-connected, then the linear space Zϕˆ,α is one-dimensional in
general, but in this case, we have more general results.
Let us suppose that n “ 2k for some natural number k. For such specific n, it is possible to
compute all of the Dijkgraaf-Witten invariants of manifolds.
Zwn
1
pXnq “
#
1 τX “ 0
0 τX ‰ 0
(78)
For example, we have
Zwn
1
pΣgq “ 2
2g´1,(79)
where Σg is the closed surface with genus g. Also we have
Zwn
1
pKn1 ˆ Ln2q “ 2β1pK
n1q`β1pLn2q´1,(80)
where n1, n2 are nonnegative integers such that n1 ` n2 “ n. Thus, we have
dimFZˆwn
1
pYq “ 2β1pYq.(81)
The above computations follow from the proposition below.
Proposition 8.1. Let X be a closed n-manifold. If β1pXq “ 1 or n “ 2
k for some k, then we
have
Zwn
1
pXq “
1
2
ź
k
p1` ϕpxrXs, vnkyqq P F(82)
where we take a basis vk’s of H
1pX;Z{2q.
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Proof. 2 9Zwn
1
pXq “ 7Γ¨Zϕ,α is defined as a sum of x f˚rXs,wn1y “ xrXs, p f
˚w1qnywhere f ranges
over rX,RP8s. If we use the isomorphism rX,RP8s Ñ H1pX;Z{2q; r f s ÞÑ f ˚pw1q, one sees
that 2 ¨ Zwn
1
pXq coincides with the sum of xrXs, vny where v ranges over H1pX;Z{2q. Thus if
β1pXq “ 1, then the claim is true. If n “ 2
k for some k, then we haveÿ
v
ϕpxrXs, vnyq “
ÿ
a1 ,¨¨¨aN
ź
k
ϕpxrXs, vnkyq
ak “
ź
k
p1` ϕpxrXs, vnkyqq.(83)
Here, ak runs over Z{2. The claim is proved. 
9. ϕˆ from ϕ
We give some remarks with respect to the symmetric monoidal functor ϕˆ. We put ϕˆ. Note
that the symmetric monoidal functor ϕˆ always induces a group homomorphism π1pϕˆq : G Ñ
M by applying the 1st homotopy group of ϕˆ. Here, G is an abelian group π1pGˆ´1pS 0qq –rG0pS 0q. In this section, we give a sufficient condition that a group homomorphism ϕ : G Ñ
M naturally induces such a symmetric monoidal functor ϕˆ.
Proposition 9.1. LetH be a symmetric categorical group. Set H as the automorphism group
Hp1H, 1Hq where 1H is the unit of the symmetric categorical group H. If H is 0-connected,
then for an object 1H P H the follwing assignments form a symmetric monoidal functor :
TH : H Ñ HTor
a ÞÑ Hp1H, aq
pa
f
Ñ bq ÞÑ pHp1H, aq
f˚Ñ Hp1H, bqq.
Proof. The assignment form a functor H Ñ Set obviously. Let us determine a H-torsor
structure of THpaq “ Hp1H, aq for a P H. Due to the monoidal structure of H, we have a
map pg, xq ÞÑ g ¨ x defined by the following compostions.
H ˆHp1H, aq “ Hp1H, 1Hq ˆHp1H, aq Ñ Hp1H b 1H, 1H b aq – Hp1H, aq
Then the coherence of structure morphisms ofH shows that the correspondence pg, xq ÞÑ g ¨x
gives an action of H on the set THpaq. We show that this action is free. If g ¨ x “ x, then we
have the following commutative diagram in H :
1H a 1H
1H b 1H 1H b a 1H b 1H
x x
idbx
– –
gbx
–
Hence we obtain g “ id1H P Hp1H, 1Hq due to the coherence of structure morphisms.
On the one hand, since Hp1H, aq is not empty, there exists an isomorphism Hp1H, aq –
Hp1H, 1Hq. Then since the action of H onHp1H, aq – Hp1H, 1Hq is free, the H-setHp1H, aq
is a H-torsor.
Finally, we have natural isomorphisms of H-torsors by the structure morphisms :
Hpa0, a1q bH Hpb0, b1q – Hpa0 b b0, a1 b b1q,
where bH denotes the tensor product of H-torsors. Due to this natural isomorphism, TH
becomes a symmetric monoidal functor. 
Consider the symmetric categorial group H “ Gˆ´1pS 0q. As a corollary, we have a suffi-
cient condition to obtain a symmetric monoidal functor ϕˆ : H Ñ MTor starting form a group
homomorphism ϕ : H Ñ M where H is the group π1pHq – G˜0pS
0q.
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Corollary 9.2. Let ϕ : G0pptq Ñ M be a group homomorphism. Suppose that the underlying
groupoid of Gˆ´1pS 0q is 0-connected, i.e. π0pGˆ´1pS 0qq – π´1pGq – 0. Denote by ˆϕM :
GTorÑ MTor the symmetric monoidal functor given by the asscoiated bundle construction.
Then ϕ induces a symmetric monoidal functor ϕˆ : Gˆ´1pS 0q Ñ MTor via compostions of
ˆϕM and TGˆ´1pS 0q in Propostion 9.1.
10. KK categorical group
In this section, we construct a categorical group version of KK-theory as the fundamental
groupoid of a space of quasi-homomorphisms between C*-algebras where its 0-th homotopy
set gives KK-theory upto isomorphism. The abelian group structure on KK-theory is lifted
to that groupoid as a symmetric categorical group structure.
In subsection 10.1, we introduce two simplicial sets formed by homomorphisms of C*-
algebras and by quasi-homomorphisms of C*-algebras. In subsection 10.2, we define a cat-
egorical group version of KK-theory as the fundamental groupoid of the simplicial set of
quasi-homomorphisms.
10.1. Preliminaries. Let A, B be C*-algebras. A map f : A Ñ B is a homomorphism if
it is a ˚-homomorphism of ˚-algebras A, B. We denote by hompA, Bq the set of homomor-
phisms from A to B. In this section, we introduce a simplicial set structure ‘on’ the set of
homomorphisms hompA, Bq.
Definition 10.1. We define a simplicial set HOMpA, Bq for C*-algebras A, B. For n P Zě0,
we define a set of n-simplices of HOMpA, Bq as follows :
HOMpA, Bqn
def.
“ hompA,Cp△pnq, Bqq.
Then the face maps and the degeneracy maps between simplices △pnq’s induce a simplicial
C*-algebra Cp△pnq, Bq’s and a simplicial set hompA,Cp△‚, Bqq “ HOMpA, Bq.
Then the composition ˝ : hompA, Bq ˆ hompB,Cq Ñ hompA,Cq and the tensor product
b : hompA0, A1q ˆ hompB0, B1q Ñ hompA0 b B0, A1 b B1q are lifted as simplicial maps
between HOMp´,´q. In other words, we have simplicial maps defined by the pointwise
composition and the pointwise tensor product.
˝ : HOMpA, Bq ˆ HOMpB,Cq Ñ HOMpA,Cq,(84)
b : HOMpA0, A1q ˆ HOMpB0, B1q Ñ HOMpA0 b B0, A1 b B1q.(85)
Here, the left hand side denotes the direct product of simplicial sets.
We introduce a notation for iterated Cuntz algebra qMA for a C*-algebra A following M.
Joachim and S. Stolz [JS05].
Definition 10.2. For a C*-algebra A and a finite set M, we denote by QMA a free product of
copies of the C*-algebra A indexed by the power set of M :
˚KĂMA.
The iterated Cuntz algebra qMA is defined as the ideal in QMA generated by the elements
qMpaq
def.
“
ÿ
KĂM
p´1q7KaK P QMA , a P A.
Let us fix a countably infinite set U. We construct a direct system pqMA, πM,N;M Ă
U, 7M ă `8q for a C*-algebra A. Let N Ă M be finite subsets in the set U. Let π1
M,N
:
QMA Ñ QNA be the homomorphism induced by aK ÞÑ aK if K Ă N and aK ÞÑ 0 otherwise.
It induces a homomorphism πM,N : q
MAÑ qNA.
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On the one hand, using a rank-one projection p P K we define a direct system pKM b
B, pMzN b p´q;M Ă U, 7M ă `8q. Here K is the C*-algebra formed by compact oeprators
on a fixed countable Hilbert space which is infinite dimensional. It determines a homomor-
phism pMzN b p´q : KN b B Ñ KM b B where pMzN is the projection obtained by taking
tensor products of copies of the projection p indexed by the set MzN.
The above direct systems induce a direct system pHOMpqMA,KMbBq, jM,N;M Ă U, 7M ă
`8q where jM,N : HOMpq
NA,KN b Bq Ñ HOMpqMA,KM b Bq is defined as follows :
HOMpqNA,KN b Bq
HOMpqNA,KM b Bq HOMpqMA,KM b Bq
ppMzNbp´qq˚
π˚
MN
Definition 10.3. For C*-algebras A, B, we define a based simplicial set QpA, Bq satisfying
the Kan condition as :
QpA, Bq
def.
“ limÝÑ
M
HOMpqMA,KM b Bq.
It is well-defined since every direct system in the category of simplicial sets satisfying the Kan
condition has a direct limit.
We define tensor productb : QpA0, A1qˆQpB0, B1q Ñ QpA0bB0, A1bB1q as a simplicial
map. Let M,N be finite subsets of the set U. It is obtained from simplicial maps which is
compatible with each direct system,
b : HOMpqMA0,K
M b A1qˆHOMpq
NB0,K
N b B1q
Ñ HOMpqM>NpA0 b B0q,KM>NpA1 b B1qq
as compositions of the following simplicial maps :
HOMpqMA0,K
M b A1q ˆ HOMpq
NB0,K
N b B1q(86)
b
Ñ HOMpqMA0 b q
NB0, pK
M b A1q b pK
N b B1qq(87)
–
Ñ HOMpqMA0 b q
NB0,K
M>N b Bq(88)
Ñ HOMpqM>NpA0 b B0q,KM>N b Bq(89)
Here the final simplicial map is induced by the canonical homomorphism qM>NpA0 b B0q Ñ
qMA0 b q
NB0.
In a similar way, we construct a composition bD : QpA,Dq ˆ QpD, Bq Ñ QpA, Bq as a
simplicial map. For finite subsets M,N in the set U, we define a simplicial map
bD : HOMpq
MA,KM b Dq ˆ HOMpqND,KN b Bq Ñ HOMpqM>NA,KM>N b Bq
as compositions of the following simplicial maps :
HOMpqMA,KM b Dq ˆ HOMpqND,KN b Bq(90)
qNˆpKMbp´qq
Ñ HOMpqNpqMAq, qNpKM b Dqq ˆ HOMpKM b qND,KM b pKN b Bqq(91)
χMN
Ñ HOMpqNpqMAq,KM b qNDq ˆ HOMpKM b qND,KM b pKN b Bqq(92)
Ñ˝ HOMpqNpqMAq,KM b pKN b Bqq(93)
–
Ñ HOMpqM>NA,KM>N b Bq(94)
The second simplicial map χMN is induced by the canonical homomorphism qNpKM bDq Ñ
KM b qND.
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10.2. Construction. In this section, we introduce a categorical group version of KK-theory.
Its underlying groupoid KKpA, Bq is defined as the fundamental groupoid of the simplicial
set QpA, Bq for C*-algebras A, B. Each element of z P U induces a categorical group structure
on the groupoid where U is used to define QpA, Bq. The composition and the tensor product
are defined. We explain howKKpA, Bq and KKpA, Bq are related to each other.
In subsection 5.2, we introduce a categorical group version of generalized (co)homology
theory. Its monoidal structure essentially comes from the fact that the pinch map S n Ñ
S n _ S n gives a comultiplication on S n. In analogy to it, we shall introduce a monoidal
structure onKKpA, Bq using the fact that a homomorphismK‘KÑ K gives a multiplication
on K in some sense (see Proposition 10.4). Here, K is a C*-algebra formed by compact
operators on a fixed infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space.
The assignment pA, Bq ÞÑ Π1HOMpA, Bq for arbitrary C*-algebras A, B induces a 2-
category Π1C
˚
‚ : The 2-category Π1C
˚
‚ consists of the following data subject to the axioms of
2-categories :
(1) The class of objects consists of C*-algebras.
(2) For two objects A, B, a groupoid Π1HOMpA, Bq is given, which is the collection of
morphisms. Π1HOMpA, Bq denotes the fundamental groupoid of the simplicial set
HOMpA, Bq satisfying the Kan condition.
(3) For three objects A, B,D, there is a functor which gives the composition :
˝ “ ˝A,D,B : Π1HOMpA,Dq ˆ Π1HOMpD, Bq Ñ Π1HOMpA, Bq.
(4) For an object A, there is a simplicial map 1A : ˚ Ñ Π1HOMpA, Aq which gives the
identity with respect to the above compostion. Here, ˚ is a fixed one-point groupoid.
Proposition 10.4. Let K be the C*-algebra of compact operators on an infinite dimensional
separable Hilbert space H. Let us consider K as an object of Π1C
˚
‚ . A unitary isomor-
phism H ‘ H – H of separable Hilbert spaces gives K a structure of symmetric monoid in
pΠ1C
˚
‚ ,‘q. Here pΠ1C
˚
‚ ,‘q is considered as the symmetric monoid in the 2-category 2Cat.
Proof. Let w : H ‘ H – H be a unitary isomorphism. It induces two unitary isomorphisms
wpp12q3q,wp1p23qq : H ‘ H ‘ H Ñ H according to the order of applying w : H ‘ H Ñ H, for
example, wpp12q3q is defined as follows :
H‘H‘H
w‘idHÑ H‘H wÑ H
Then there is a continuous path γptq in the space of unitary isomorphisms from H ‘ H ‘ H
to H under the norm topology such that γp0q “ wpp12q3q and γp1q “ wp1p23qq.
Note that the unitary isomorphism w induces a homomorphism :
µ : K ‘K
j
Ñ M2pKq – KpH‘Hq
Adpwq
Ñ K
Here jpx, yq “
ˆ
x 0
0 y
˙
. We consider the homomorphism µ as a morphism in the category
Π1C
˚
‚ . Then the continuous path γptq chosen above gives an associator for µ. In fact, γptq
gives a path in the simplicial set HOMpK ‘ K ‘ K,Kq which connects µpp12q3 and µp1p23q.
It determines a morphism in Π1HOMpK ‘K‘K,Kq which connects its objects µpp12q3 and
µp1p23q. We denote it as α. Note that α does not depend on the choice of γ since for two
different γptq, γ1ptq they are homotopic to each other preserving their boundary values due
to the Kuiper’s theorem. Then α : µpp12q3q Ñ µp1p23qq satisfies the pentagon identity due to
Kuiper’s theorem again.
We consider the zero homomorphism 0 Ñ K as a morphism u : 0 Ñ K in the 2-category
Π1C
˚
‚ . From now on we show that u gives a unit for µ. We take a continuous path γ
1ptq in
the space of isometries on H under the strong operator topology, from idH : H Ñ H to the
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isometry H
idH‘0Ñ H ‘ H wÑ H. We claim that γ1ptq induces a right unit cancellaration for µ.
In fact, via its adjoint homomorphism, γ1ptq induces a path in the simplicial set HOMpK,Kq
which connects idK to µ ˝ pidK ‘ uq. It determines a morphism in Π1HOMpK,Kq which
connects its objects idK to µ ˝ pidK ‘ uq. We denote the morphism as r. Similarly, we define
a left cancellaration l which is a morphism in Π1HOMpK,Kq which connects its objects idK
to µ ˝ pu‘ idKq. 
Corollary 10.5. A unitary isomorphismH‘H – H gives the groupoid Π1HOMpA, BbKq
symmetric monoidal groupoid structure naturally.
Proof. From the object µ P Π1HOMpK ‘K,Kq, we obtain a functor :
Π1HOMpA, BbKq ˆ Π1HOMpA, BbKq
‘
Ñ Π1HOMpA, Bb pK‘Kqq
µ˝
Ñ Π1HOMpA, BbKq
Then α : µpp12q3q Ñ µp1p23qq, r : µ ˝ pidK ‘ uq Ñ idK, l : µ ˝ pu ‘ idKq Ñ idK in the
proof of Propostion 10.4 induce a structure of symmetric monoidal groupoid on the groupoid
Π1HOMpA, BbKq. 
By far, we showed that the fundamental groupoid Π1HOMpA, B b Kq has a symmetric
monoidal groupoid structure. From now on, we will show that if the C*-algebra A is a
Cuntz algebra associated with a C*-algebra, then Π1HOMpA, B bKq becomes a symmetric
categorical group.
Definition 10.6. If pM,mq is a based set, then the C*-algebra QMA in Definition 10.2 has
a natural involution t defined as follows. Then for K Ă M, let us define homomorphisms
fK : A Ñ QA by a
K ÞÑ aKztmu if m P K and aK ÞÑ aKYtmu if m R K. Then the family
fK ; K Ă M gives a homomorphism Q
MA Ñ QMA. We define its restriction to qMA and
denote it by t, which is obviously an invoultion.
Lemma 10.7. For a homomorphism f P hompqA, Bq, the homomorphism obtained from the
following compositions is homtopic to the zero homomorphism. In particular, we can take a
canonical one as such homotopy.
qA
∆
Ñ qA‘ qA
f‘p f˝tq
Ñ B‘ B
j
Ñ M2pBq
Proof. The claim is equivalent with that qA Ñ M2pqAq; x ÞÑ
ˆ
x 0
0 tpxq
˙
is homotopic to
the zero homomorphism. For t P I, homomorphisms g : A Ñ M2pQAq; a ÞÑ
ˆ
a0 0
0 a1
˙
and A Ñ M2pQAq; a ÞÑ Rptq
ˆ
a0 0
0 a1
˙
Rptq˚ induce a homomorphism ht : QA Ñ M2pQAq
by the universality of QA. Here we set Rptq “
ˆ
cospπ
2
tq sinpπ
2
tq
´sinpπ
2
tq cospπ
2
tq
˙
. Moreover, we have
htpxq P M2pqAq for x P qA Ă QA. By the continuity of ht with respect to t, ht : qAÑ M2pqAq
induces h0 » h1 where h1 is the above homomorphism g and h0 “ 0.

Lemma 10.8. The involution t : qA Ñ qA and the homotopy from j ˝ pidqA ‘ tq ˝ ∆qA »
0 : qA Ñ M2pqAq in the proof of Lemma 10.7 give a canonical inverse over the symmetric
monoidal groupoid Π1HOMpqA,K b Bq.
Proof. The homomorphism t : qA Ñ qA induces a based map hompqA,CpIn,K b Bqq Ñ
hompqA,CpIn,K b Bqq which is an involution for n ě 0. Then it induces a based simplicial
map τ : HOMpqA,Kb Bq Ñ HOMpqA,K b Bq which is also an involution.
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Let us denote by h the homotopy from j ˝ pidqA ‘ tq ˝ ∆qA » 0 : qA Ñ M2pqAq in the
proof of Lemma 10.7. Then h gives a morphism lA in Π1HOMpqA,M2pqAqq. Consider the
following composition :
Π1HOMpqA,M2pqAqq ˆ Π1HOMpM2pqAq,M2pKb Bqq Ñ Π1HOMpqA,M2pKb Bqq
We obtain a natural isomorphism c from p j ˝ pidqA‘ tq ˝ ∆qAq
˚ to the constant functor valued
at the zero homomorphism. Since the composition µ ˝ p1HOMpqA,KbBq ˆ τq ˝ ∆HOMpqA,KbBq
coincides with the following compositions,
HOMpqA,Kb Bq
idM2pCqbÑ HOMpM2pCq b qA,M2pCq bKb Bq
– HOMpM2pqAq,M2pKb Bqq
p j˝pidqA‘tq˝∆qAq˚
ÝÑ HOMpqA,M2pKb Bqq
pAdpwqq˚
Ñ HOMpqA,Kb Bq
the natural isomorphism c induces a natural isomorphism from µ ˝ p1HOMpqA,KbBq ˆ τq ˝
∆HOMpqA,KbBq to the constant functor valued at the zero homomorphism. It completes the
proof. 
Corollary 10.9. A based finite set pM,mq induces a structure of symmetric categorical group
on the fundamental groupoid Π1HOMpq
MA,KM b Bq which is natural with respect to A, B.
Proof. By applying Lemma 10.8 toHOMpqMA,KMbBq – HOMpqpqMztmuAq,KbpKMztmub
Bqq, the claim is proved. 
Definition 10.10. We define a groupoidKKpA, Bq as follows :
KKpA, Bq
def.
“ Π1QpA, Bq.
Proposition 10.11. An element z P U naturally gives a symmetric categorical group structure
the groupoidKKpA, Bq. Also it has canonical inverses.
Proof. We have a simplicial isomorphism :
limÝÑpM,zq
HOMpqMA,KM b Bq Ñ QpA, Bq.
Here, pM, zq in the left hand side runs on the directed set consisting of finite subsets of U
based at z P U. We obtain a SCG structure on the fundamental groupoid Π1QpA, Bq of the
simplicial set QpA, Bq. 
Proposition 10.12. For a bijection of sets U>U – U, we have a functor natural with respect
to C*-algebras A, B,D :
bD : KKpA,Dq ˆKKpD, Bq Ñ KKpA, Bq.
Proof. Recall that we constructed a natural pairing QpA,DqˆQpD, Bq Ñ QpA, Bq in subsec-
tion 10.1 where A, B,C are C*-algebras. By definitions it induces a functorbD : KKpA,Dqˆ
KKpD, Bq Ñ KKpA, Bq which is natural with respect to A, B,D. 
By definitions, we have a natural isomorphism for C*-algebras A, B.
πnpHOMpA, Bqq – rA, S
nBs.
Here rA, Bs denotes the set of homotopy classes of homomorphisms from A to B. Thus,
considering the Cuntz picture of KK-theory, we obtain a natural isomorphisms of groups for
C*-algebras A, B :
π0pKKpA, Bqq – KKpA, Bq,
π1pKKpA, Bqq – KKpA, S Bq.
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Here, we consider the unit object of KKpA, Bq as the basepoint to take π1pKKpA, Bqq, but it
holds for arbitrary basepoints since KKpA, Bq has a symmetric categorical group structure.
Under these isomorphisms, the pairingbD in Propostion 10.12 induces the Kasparov product
bD : KKpA,Dq ˆ KKpD, Bq Ñ KKpA, Bq.
In the following statements, we explain ‘bilinearity’ of the functorKKp´,´q with respect
to the direct sum of C*-algebras. Proposition 10.13, 10.14 correspond to Proposition 5.5, 5.6
in generalized (co)homology settings respectively.
Proposition 10.13. Let A, B, B1 be C*-algebra. Let B ‘ B1 Ñ B and B ‘ B1 Ñ B1 be the
canonical projections. They induce an isomorphism of groupoids :
KKpA, B‘ B1q Ñ KKpA, Bq ˆKKpA, B1q.(95)
Proof. The maps induced by applying π0, π1 to (30) are isomorphisms. Hence (95) gives
an equivalence of groupoids. Moreover, it is obvious that the functor induces a bijection
between object classes by definition of KKp´,´q. Therefore, (95) is an isomorphism of
groupoids. 
Let A, A1, B be C*-algebras. Denote by the canonical inclusions i : A Ñ A ‘ A1, i1 : A1 Ñ
A‘ A1. They induce a functor f by
KKpA, Bq ‘KKpA1, Bq Ñ KKpA ‘ A1, Bq
pa, bq ÞÑ i˚paq ‘ pi1q˚pbq
If p : A ‘ A1 Ñ A and p1 : A ‘ A1 Ñ A1 denotes the projections, we obtain a functor g,
KKpA‘ A1, Bq Ñ KKpA, Bq ‘KKpA1, Bq
a ÞÑ pp˚paq, pp1q˚paqq
Proposition 10.14. The functors f , g are lifted to an adjoint equivalence of symmetric cate-
gorical groups with canonical inverses.
Proof. The proof proceeds in a parallel way to the proof of Proposition 5.6. 
Remark 10.15. There is a Puppe exact sequence of KK-theory (see section 19 [Bla98]).
It is an exact sequence associated with two C*-algebras, a homomorphism of them and its
cone. We also have a Puppe exact sequence on the symmetric categorical group version of
KK-theory in a similar way with Remark 5.11.
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